




MINE VENTILATION AND PANS.
"by
JOSEPH PARKER, B.8C., F.R.S.E,
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A MATHEMATICAL AMD EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
ON MINE VENTILATION AND PANS.
Mining is "being carried on at steadily increasing 
depths, and as mines go deeper, ventilation presents 
problems of increasing complexity and importance. The 
working of mineral deposits at moderate depths has led to 
the sinking of numerous shafts, each serving for the
winning of the minerals from a small area, B\zt with
greater depths, the heavy cost of sinking and fitting 
shafts has made larger mineral concessions a hecessity; 
and with modem progress in the construction of roadways 
supported by circular steel girders and brick or cement 
linings, it is becoming evident that in the future still
more extensive concessions ?/ill be worked from a single
pair of shafts. Money which in the past has been spent 
in sinking new shafts and erecting extensive surface works 
will be found to be more economically expended in making 
larger roadways with permanent linings, which will not 
only serve for the winning of the minerals from an area 
much more extensive, but will also lead to increased 
safety and economy, especially by reducing the accident 
rate and the cost of haulage below their present day values.
The Science of Mine Ventilation is faced with 
the problem of ventilating these extended areas in an 
effective manner, and of securing, if possible, that there 
shall not be set an effective limit to the size of the 
area of economical exploitation by a failure to supply an
adequate /
2 .
adequate volume of air. This problem divides itself 
into a mining problem which has to do with the provision 
and maintainence of suitable shafts and airways, and an 
engineering problem which has to do with the provision 
of suitable ventilating appliances for the production of 
the necessary currents of air.
The solution of the mining problem is found in 
the provision of large airways in parallel arrangement 
with each other, well secured by strong linings, as 
smooth as possible to prevent excessive friction and as 
tight as possible to prevent serious leakage of air from 
the intake to the return. The power required to circulate 
the necessary volume of air will depend upon how well this 
mining problem has been solved. Large roadways not only 
increase the facilities for safe and efficient transport, 
but also reduce very considerably the bill for power 
required to produce adequate ventilation.
The following table show© how rapidly the power 
required to circulate a given volume of air decreases with 
increase of dimensions of the airway.
Table Showing the Effect of Increase of Size of 
Airway in Reducing the Power Required for 
Ventilation.
Diameter of Airway Percentage Power
Consumption.
D X 1 100
D X 1.1 62.1
D X 1.2 40.2
D X 1.3 26.9
D X 1.4 18 .6
D X 1.5 13.2
D X 1.6 9.5
D X 1.7 7.1
D X 1.8 5.3
B X 1.9 4.0
D X 2. 3.1
For /
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For the solution of the engineering problem, 
the volume of air required and the pressure necessary 
to circulate that volume must "be known* As the 
efficiency obtained from the ventilator will depend 
largely on the accuracy of this estimate, the 
determination of the P-Q relation for the mine becomes 
a matter of import. The task, however, is one which 
presents considerable difficulty.
The Resistance of the Mine,
The pressure-Volume relation, of profound 
importance when selecting a suitable fan, depends 
upon the value of the mine resistance, and this is 
not only difficult to predetermine, but there is no 
general agreement upon the best methods of its 
estimation, or even upon the units which should be 
employed. To indicate suitable methods and units 
will be an objective of the present investigation.
The motion of a current of air in a mine 
airway bears some analogy to that of the complex 
motion of water in a pipe«, The form, size, and 
degree of roughness of the boundaries of an airway 
are not characterised by that degree of uniformity 
which is met with in a pipe, and, unlike water, air 
is a highly compressible fluid, which adds consider: 
:ably to the difficulty of the problem.
The roughness of the boundary impedes the 
flow of air and causes the velocity at any given 
point to vary in magnitude and direction. Air has
no /
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no transverse elasticity and therefore no tendency 
to recover any definite shape after having been 
distorted; hut when a layer of air moving with a 
greater velocity streams past a layer of retarded air 
near the boundary, there is a rapid diffusion of the 
molecules across the surface separating the two layers 
considered, and this continually tends to equalise 
the motion. The laws of this lateral communication 
of motion are not exactly known, hut it causes the 
boundary friction to take effect, not only in 
retarding the layers of air more immediately in 
contact with the boundary, but also in retarding the 
motion of the whole stream of air.
The rate of this lateral diffusion of
momentum is, however, greatest near the boundary,
because after collision with the rubbing surface,
air particles are deflected with a lateral component
of velocity which increases the rate of mixing of
layers of air near the boundary. Further inwards
where the action does not reach, there will be a
further lateral diffusion of momentum and equalisation
of velocity between stream lines possessing a relative
velocity. For very small velocities, the motion of
the air is approximately regular, and at any moment
from any point in the fluid to a neighbouring point
the change of velocity will be gradual, so that the
relative velocity of successive layers will be nearly 
constant and could be represented by a shear: that
is, from near the boundary to the centre the distribut: 
:ion of velocity could be taken as linear, the 
velocity at the centre being greatest and the velocity 
falling at any point in proportion to the distance of
the /
the point from the centre.
Increase of velocity soon produces eddies 
which traverse the air in all directions, giving rise 
to what is known as turbulent flow. This turbulence 
leads to a rapid interchange of momentum over the 
cross-section. The movements which give rise to the 
friction of the air in an airway, must thus he 
regarded as rapidly and even suddenly varying from 
one point to another, and the effect of the viscosity 
of the air on the internal resistance is quite 
negligible in comparison with that due to those 
movements.
Velocity at a Point.
While the actual motion at any point in a 
current of air flowing in an airway is very complex, 
it is found that over a sensible period, the velocity 
at the point as measured by an anemometer or other 
suitable instrument tends towards a definite or 
average value which varies very little in magnitude 
or direction. The variations of direction and 
magnitude of the velocity at any point may thus be 
regarded as being periodic, and if for each point the 
mean value of the velocity as determined by measurement 
were substituted for the actual complex motion at the
point, the motion of the air current could be treated
as steady stream line or steady laminar motion.
Volume of Flow. ■ ,
The volume q which passes through an area
over which the velocity v is normal to the area is 
given by q * v.da. If the velocity makes an angle 
(j with the normal to the area, q * v.Cos ^  . da.
The total volume Q flowing through the whole cross-
section /
cross-section of the airway is Q «^v.Cos/^ da. (1) 
Mean Velocity of Flow.
The mean velocity of flow over the airway 
is equal to the volume divided by the area, or
V * Q/a • (1/a) J* v Cos §  da.    (2)
The mean velocity is spoken of simply as the velocity 
of the air current.
The Frictional Resistance of the Boundary.
The results of experiments made by many
workers show that except for very small velocities 
the frictional resistance of an airway is:-
1. Proportional to the extent of the rubbing surface
2. Very nearly proportional to the square of the
velocity.
Let k * the frictional resistance estimated In 
pounds per square foot at a velocity of 1 foot per 
second; s * the extent of the rubbing surface in 
square feet;
V * the velocity of flow in feet per second; 
r « the resistance of the airway;
Then r * ksV2 .... ........... (3)
The value of k is found to be approximately 
constant for any given surface. In hydraulics it is
customary to take as the coefficient of friction a 
quantity f such that = k. (lg/0) where G- is the
weight of i cubic foot of water.
In mine ventilation k is taken as the
coefficient of friction, and not and values of k 
have been calculated for a standard velocity of
1,000 cubic feet per minute. For a standard velocity 
of 1 foot per second, those values would require to 
be multiplied by .0036.
The Effect of the Diameter of the Airway.




momentum goes on most rapidly close to the "boundary,
and since in a small airway the region of this 
increased activity is relatively greater than in a 
large airway, it is to "be expected that the value of 
the coefficient of friction would he greater for 
smaller airways.
Values of the coefficient of friction for 
airways of small and of normal size have been given 
hy Raux and Murgue, hut they do not appear to have 
attempted to derive a law which would enable values 
to he calculated for intermediate sizes.
For the coefficient of friction - in 
hydraulics, Darcy has proposed the expression
/  -  { a -f (a/d)J -f ^ b  -f (Da/d2) } /
where a * ,004346
58 ,0003992
b = .0010162
h x * .000005205
Although this expression involves four constants, it
cannot he regarded as entirely adequate, for the
conditions of flow are really more complicated than
can he expressed hy any rational formula.
It ie necessary for practical purposes to
he able to discriminate the probable value of the
coefficient of friction, and Darcy9s method which
clearly indicates how the value of the coefficient
- decreases for a larger airway, and increases with
the roughness of the surface is very helpful. Later
workers have shown that a fair approximation may he
obtained hy omitting a part of Darcy’s formula and
writing » a -f- (a-j/d)
Thus in a paper on ’’The Coefficient of
Friction of Air Flowing in Long Pipes," Prof. Unwin
has /
8*
has reviewed the observations made by Stockalper on 
the flow of air in pipes in the St.q-othard’s tunnel, 
and has shown that a coefficient of friction of 
the form
k s ic1 **/-(3/10d)^  *.*.(4)
where d » the diameter of the pipe in feet, gives 
results which agree very closely with experimental 
data.
If this form were adopted for mine airways,
the resistance could be expressed by
r » k1 -f 1 -f- (3/lOdtZ bV2 .......(6)
For an airway of uniform cross-section and
neglecting the effect of expansion of the air, the
total force acting along the axis of the airway may
be equated to the resistance, giving the relation
Pa * k1 -il -f (3/10d)} sV8
where P “ the difference of pressure in pounds per 
square foot on the two ends of the airway,
a * the cross-section of the airway in feet*
Writing K for k1 1-f (S/10d^ and multiplying by 
oa“ gives
«2 O Q QPa' = KeV' . a = Ksq“
or
P = (Ks/a:i) . qp
The quantities K, s, and a, are all 
peculiar to the given airway, and writing R for 
(Ks/a<:>) in the above relation gives
P = Rq2 ......     (6)
where R is a measure of the resistance of the airway* 
In the formula (6) all units are in pounds, 
feet and seconds. Thus P is in pounds per square
foot• q is in cubic feet per second or in cusecs.
It /
It has been found that it would he useful 
to fix a unit value of resistance, and a Committee 
of the Institute of Mining Engineers have recommended 
that the unit value of R should he such that in an 
airway having unit resistance, a volume of one 
thousand cubic feet per second or one Kilo-cusec, 
would flow when a ventilating pressure of one pound
per square foot is maintained. The unit volume is
thus taken as the Xilo-cusec, and is represented 
hy Q.
The unit resistance has hern called the 
Atkinson, Transposing (6) gives
R - (P/Q;') Atkinsons ........ (7)
and for unit values of P and Q
R * (l/l2) * 1 Atkinson.
In an airway in which there is no leakage
the relation expressed hy (7) is found to he 
satisfied very nearly.
The Effect of leakage.
In every mine, leakage of air occurs at 
many points of the ventilating circuit. It is 
convenient to divide this leakage into two parts; 
one which occurs at or near the fan, and the other 
which occurs between the intake and return airways 
of the mine. These may he called surface and 
underground leakage respectively.
The legal enactment that provision shall he 
made for the reversal of the air-current, has 
necessitated the introduction of a system of doors 
at which leakage invariably occurs. The amount of 
this leakage and the difficulty of preventing it have 
not been fully realised. Tests made on two modern
forcing /
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forcing fans, showed 10 per cent leakage at these 
doors* The use of iron doors is not sufficient* 
Doors should close on a soft packing of rubber or 
felt and upon a strongly constructed frame and he 
held tight hy a sufficient number of thumb screws. 
Leakage at this point could thus be eliminated 
entirely.
1/hen a separate ventilating shaft is not 
provided, and the shaft must be used for winding 
purposes, there will always be some surface leakage. 
The full pressure difference created by the fan 
acts here and it is very difficult to keep the leakage 
so low1' as 10 per cent*; values between 30 and 40 
per cent were f-und in the tests made in the present 
invest igation♦
In its action, surface leakage is equivalent 
to the addition of an airway in parallel with the 
mine. The value of the resistance upon which the 
fan operates is thus lowered below that of the mine 
resistance. The effect of underground leakage is 
variable and depends upon where it occurs as well as 
upon the resistance of the leakage path.
A Particular Case Considered.
Consider the case of a ventilating circuit 
in which a volume of 1,000 cubic feet per second is 
passing, with a ventilating pressure of 6 pounds per 
square foot. If a volume of 100 cubic feet per 
second leaks from the intake to the return airway 
at a point where the pressure difference is 5 pounds 
per square foot, and there are no other leakage paths 
so that the remaining 900 cubic feet of air traverse 
the full circuit, then, estimating resistances in 
Atkinsons and assuming the square law, the resistance
of /
of the part of the air circuit in-bye the leak
o* 3/(0*9)° a 3*7 Atktnsons. The resistance of the 
part outside the leak ® 3/1 * 3 Atkinsons, and
the total resistance of the air circuit * 6/l: or 
6 Atkinsons.
The leakage path is in parallel with that 
part of the circuit beyond the leak, and these 
parallel circuits have a joint resistance of 3 
Atkinsons, since the total resistance is only 6 
Atkinsons. If there had been no leakage, the 
resistance of the circuit would have been 3-f3.7 or
6.7 Atkinsons. The effect of leakage is thus to 
lower the resistance of the air circuit in which it 
occurs. For an airway in which there is no leakage 
the volume of air passing may be taken as proportional 
to the square root of the ventilating pressure. But 
the volume which passes through a leakage path has 
been found, to be approximately proportional to the 
pressure difference.
Again, in the case considered above, if the 
ventilating pressure were increased until there was a 
pressure difference of 6 pounds per square foot where 
the leak occurs, the leakage volume would become 
200 cubic feet per second, the volume passing beyond 
the leak 900 • rf~2̂ 9 or 1,272 cubic feet per second,
and the total volume would be 1,472 cubic feet per 
second. The pressure required to overcome the 
frictional resistance of the airway on the shaft 
side of the leak would be 3 x $,472 or 6.5 pounds 
per square foot and the resistance /
I S .
resistance of the airway expressed in Atkinsons,
2assuming the square law would he 12.5/1*473 or 
5.769 Atkinsons.
Thus the airway considered would have a 
resistance of 6.7 Atkinsons if there were no leakage; 
with leakages of 100 and 200 cubic feet per s econd 
occurring as indicated, the apparent resistance would 
have "become 6 ani 5.796 Atkinsons respectively.
If the leakage current had followed the square law, 
then the increase of leakage due to the increase of 
pressure would have left the value of the resistance 
unchanged and equal to 6 Atkinsons. But since the 
leakage current follows a different law, error would 
result if the square law were assumed when, for a 
new ventilating pressure, an estimate is made of the 
resistance of an airway in which leakage occurred.
These considerations of the effect of 
leakage, indicate that the resistance of an airway 
in which leakage occurs is a definite quantity for 
a definite pressure only. The leakage air does not 
flow against the resistance of the full length of the 
airway, and as the pressure increases, a disproportion; 
:ate volume of leakage air passes without overcoming 
the resistance of the full length.
If, therefore, the convenience of the use 
of a value R as a measure of the resistance of the 
mine, as in formula (6), he retained, it "becomes 
necessary to define exactly what is meant by R, and 
also to obtain an expression involving P, Q and R 
which can he relied upon to give the pressure-volume 
relations for the airway with a sufficient degree of 
accuracy for practical purposes.
It /
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It will be shown that a 
formula P = RQn may be used, 
in which K is the resistance of
the airway in Atkinsons when a
volume of 1,000 cubic feet per 
second is flowing.
The effect of leakage has been shown to be
such as to lower the apparent resistance of the airway,
and therefore the pressure which overcomes that 
resistance. The pressure-volume relation for the
airway would thus be more correctly expressed in
ascending powers of the volume, and experience shows
that there is no need to include terms of higher
degree than the third. The relation thus becomes:-
P = AQ -f- BQ2 -f CQS .....  (8)
where A x a constant depending upon the resistance
of the leakage paths, and correcting also for any
departure of the frictional resistance from the
"square law"*0 = a constant, generally negative
in value. B a constant depending upon the resistance 
of the airway.
A less close degree of approximation may be
obtained by including no terms of degree higher than 
the second; or
P = AQ-fBQ2 .........  (9)
in which form the constants B and A are both positive.
In any real airway the leakage will occur 
at numerous points along the airway, and whatever the 
values of the leakage paths may be, those which are 
nearest to the fan will be subject to the greatest 
pressure difference, and the leakage across them 
will have the greatest influence on the result.
If /
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If the ventilating pressure on the airway were 
increased in order to secure an increase of volume, 
the distribution of pressure along the airway would 
he greatly changed, the leakages on the outbye portion 
of the airway would be much increased in proportion 
to those inbye, and a disproportionate part of the 
total pressure would be spent in overcoraing the 
friction of the outbye part of the airway in which 
the stronger current would flow. This effect 
would be allowed for by the term of the third degree.
Expressions in the form pronosed for 
hydraulics by Hagen and Reynolds and suitable for 
logarithmic computation, give an approximation 
nearly as good, and are more easily applied than 
formula (8). Hagen proposed the form h/1 *
mvn/dx involving three constants m, n and x. He 
found that when the values n = 1.75 and x = 1.25 
were substituted, the value of a was then nearly 
independent of variations in v and in d.
Reynolds proposed the form h/1 *
c ( ~n ) P *~n where n =1 for low velocities and
1.7 to 2 for ordinary velocities. P is a function 
of the temperature and corrects for changes in the 
viscosity of the fluid due to changes of the 
temperature, When variations in the temperature 
are neglected, Reynolds* formula is identical with
Hagen’s if x is put equal to 3 - n, and for practical
purposes Hagen’s form is the more convenient.
Adapted to the purposes of mine ventilation Hagen’s 
formula would become
P = (m/dx ) . vn .....  (ICO
Formula (8) and (9) Involving as they do three
constants /
constants, while very useful for special purposes, 
are too complex for general use.
St. Venant was the first to propose a 
formula involving two constants, viz., d/h =  mV11 
where m and n are experimental constants. For 
use in Mine Ventilation this would take the form
p mV11   (ll)
or expressed in terms of the volume flowing, formula 
(11) becomes
P =  RQn .................. (12)
which form lias been adopted by the Ventilation 
Committee of the Institute of Mining Engineers.
The values of the two constants, R and n 
involved in formula (l£) will depend upon the 
frictional resistance of the airway, and also upon 
the amount and distribution of the leakage. The 
values of R and n for an airway can be easily 
determined by subjecting the airway to a series of 
ventilating pressure and determining the volume 
corresponding to each pressure.
Then taking logs, in formula (12) gives 
log, P =  log. R +  n log. Q. The graph of this 
expression is a straight line, and log R is the inter: 
:cept at the origin, and n is the slope of the line. 
But the value log. V .= log. RjOr P r ^ S  at the 
origin is the value when Q — X^or log. Q —  0.
Hence:-
The value of R in formula 
(12) is that of the apparent 
resistance of the circuit when 
it is conducting one unit of 
volume or 1 Kilocusec, and this 
value is thus a perfectly definite 
one.
15.
Application of Formulae to Case already Considered,
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In the case considered, where leakage 
occurred, with a ventilating pressure of 6 pounds per 
square foot the volume flowing was 1,000 cubic feet 
per second, and with a pressure of 12*5 pounds per 
square foot the volume was 1,472 cubic feet per 
second. To apply formula No. (8), another set of 
values is required. If the pressure at the leakage 
point were reduced to ij- pounds per square foot, 
the leakage volume would fall to 50 cubic feet per 
second, and the total volume flowing would be 686 
cubic feet per second, with a ventilating pressure 
of 2.91 pounds per square foot.
In P * AQ, +  B0,e -f- 0Q° > the three sets 
of relations are,
6 = A X 1 i~B X l2 f-C X I3-
18.F) = A;* 1.478 f  B X  1.478s -f C X 1.478‘"'.
8.91 = A X  «666 -f- B X  -6862 C X -686 .
These equations are satisfied by the values 
A * 0.015, B * 6.485 , 0 * - 0.496.
The general relation is thus 
P - 0.015Q +6.483Q2 —  0.496Q3.
To apply formula No. (9), two sets of 
values are required, and the first two sets above 
may be used.
P * AQ -f BQ2
6 = A X  I f  B X  I8
18.5 = A X 1.47S +  B X 1.478s .
Solving gives A ® 0.723, B « 5.177.
If these values are substituted for the 
third relation, the pressure obtained is found to be
3.08 pounds per square foot, which differs from the
true /
true value 2*PI by 0.17 pounds per square foot«, an 
error of 5,5 per cent.
To apply formula No, (12) two sets of 
relations are required and three sets are known.
In one set of relations Q • 1 and the value of R
can therefore ‘be immediately written down since in 
P = E . ln
R = P 6
Using the other two sets to determine R and n the 
relations are:-
!o|f 2.91 -f- n log Q.6&6 * log R.
log 12.5 -j- n log 1.472 « log R.
Solving gives n » 1,815 and R ■ * 5.76.
Thus, in estimating the pressure required 
to mass the intermediate volume of 1,000 cubic feet 
per second 'by means of a curve
1 815P - 5.76 x a w
which passes through the other two known positions, 
the error involved is 6 - 6,75 - 0.24, or 4,2
per cent. It is thus clear that of the formulae
which involve only two constants the formula
P - RQn 
is at least as accurate as
2P ss AQ ~f- BQ" 5 and as the 
logarithmic form is the more convenient, in general 
its use is preferable.
Pressure Volume toaph of the Mine Resistance.
It is convenient to plot the pressure- 
volume relations for a mine of given resistance, 
adopting P as ordinates and Q as abcissae, When 
2 is the value of the index n, in V * RQn , the 
curve is a parabola.
Figure /
Figure 1. G-raph of a Resistance of 1 Atltinson 
with index values of 2 and 1.8 respectively.
Figure 1 shows the graph for a mine having
a resistance of one Atkinson; the upper curve
o"being drawn for P - RQ" and the lower curve for 
1 *8P * RQ * , It is seen that a reduction in the
value of n has the effect of flattening the curve.
The value of P for any given value of Q will he 
directly proportional to the value of R, and hence 
the curves of figure 1 may "be called "Resistance" 
curves.
Fan Laws»
Experiments with fans have shown that for 
all practical purposes the following laws are 
applicable to fans, vis:-
(1) The depression produced by a fan which operates 
on a constant resistance is proportional to the square 
of the speed of the fan; or if P * the depression 
in pounds per square foot, and X * the number of
revolutions of the fan per minute, then
2 , xP o e  X   (13)
(S) The volume of air delivered "by a fan when
working on a mine of constant resistance is proportional
to the speed of the fan; or, if Q * the volume of
air in cubic feet per minute, then
Q o C  X ............... (14)
(3) The power required to drive a fan which is 
working on a constant external resistance varies as 
the cube of the volume of air passed per minute, 
and therefore as the cube of the speed of the fan; 
or if I * the power input to the fan, then
IOC r J ................ (15)
(4) When a fan is driven at a constant speed on a 
variable resistance, the depression acting on the
external /
external resistance is a fraction of the total or
hypothetical depression produced by the fan. The
internal resistance of the fan is a function of the
square of the volume of air which is passing, and
the depression available for overcoming the external
resistance, is the total depression diminished by
the depression required to overcome the internal
resistance of the fan. If R * the external
resistance, arid r - the internal resistance arising
from friction, eddy currents, etc.; p * the total
depression produced by the fan, and P = the
depression which acts upon the external resistance,
then P ~ p . R/(R -f- r) ........  (16)
(5) The ratio P : p is the ratio of the pressure
usefully applied to the total pressure developed by
the fan, and is thus a measure of the efficiency
of the fan. Hence,
'*[ = P/p - E/(R r) ... (1?)
If the external resistance R is constant the ratio
R/(R -f- r) will be constant, and this gives an
additional law of great importance, vis.:~
The efficiency of a fan which
works on a constant external
Resistance is given by
^  * R/(R r) ? &nd is independent
of the speed of the fan.
If a fan is run at a constant speed on a
series of resistances of descending value, and the
volumes passed plotted as abscissae against the
corresponding depressions as ordinates, a smooth
curve drawn through the points so obtained is found
to be a parabola. When the experiments are
repeated for a higher constant speed of the fan
the /
p
Figure 2 . Graph of the pressure-volume 
relations of a fan for speeds V and VQ.
-L &
A£ and Ag are corresponding points.
20.
the curve obtained is a similar parabola« Since
for a constant resistance, the volume passed is
proportional to the speed of the fan, and the
depression to the square of the speed, for every
point A-̂  (figure 2) on the curve for a speed Vl9
there must exist a point A.0 on the curve for a speed 
V0 , such that OC : OB = Vg ; and AgQ : A^B
O 9
= V  5 V
These points A1? Ag are 
conveniently defined as ”Corresponding 
Points." Corresponding points occur 
at the points of intersection of any
oparabola P = RQ ' drawn through the 
origin, and the fifth law of a fan 
is most generally expressed thus:- 
"At all corresponding points on any 
series of pressure-volume curves of 
a fan, the fan will operate with the 
same efficiency* M
It is therefore sufficient to plot one set 
of curves giving the pressure-volume-efficiency 
relation for a definite speed V^ of the fan. The 
efficiency of any point Ap not lying on the pressure 
volume curve, can be at once determined by finding 
on the curve the point A.s which corresponds to Ag* 
The Characteristic Curves of a Fan.
If the innut, I, to the fan be determined 
for each set of values of pressure and volume during 
the tests on a fan, a curve of efficiencies can be 
plotted from the relation^Efficiency = ^  * useful
worlc / total work * PQ/i .........  (18)
Such a curve has been drawn in figure 5, for
the /
u T
Figure 3. P - Q and Efficiency G-raphs 
showing how efficiency for higher 
speeds is obtained.
Resistance • Curve OA^Ao is P = 2.6 Q?J
Sesistance Curve OA1A3 is p = 4 .139 Q*-®
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the pressure-volume curve obtained for a speed
V of the fan. The efficiency for the point 
i.e. when the fan is passing a volume OB at a 
depression A^B, is given by GB, the intercept 
between the volume axis and the efficiency curve 
on the vertical drawn through
If the fan were ran at a higher speed 
on a constant resistance, and passed a volume OB 
at a depression AgD, the efficiency for the point 
An would be the same as that for the point Aj and 
would therefore be given by OB.
If the mine resistance were represented 
by P = RQn where n s 1.6, the pressure-volume 
and resistance curves would intersect in a point 
A3 and not in Ar> and the efficiency for the point 
As would be that of the corresponding point A4.
It will be seen that, except for great variations 
in the speed of the fan, or for steep parts of the 
pressure-volume curve, the error would be comparative: 
sly small if the efficiency of the point A3 were 
taken as being the same as that for the point A^. 
Application to the Choice of a Fan.
By means of the characteristic curves of 
a fan, the limits of the resistance on which the 
fan would operate with an efficiency of not less than 
a definite minimum value can be readily determined. 
Suppose it is desired to choose a fan which will 
operate with an efficiency of not less than 60 per 
cent, on a mine having a certain normal resistance, 
and that this resistance is liable to increase or 
diminish throughout a certain range of variation; 
and suppose that a fan having the characteristics
shown /
F i g .  4r. —  S h o w i n g  t h e  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
C u r v e s  o f  a  F a n ,  a n d  h o w  t o  d e t e r m i n e  
t h e  L i m i t i n g  V a l u e s  o f  t h e  R e s i s t a n c e s
W IT H IN  W H IC H  T H E F a n  W IL L  G IV E  AN
E f f i c i e n c y  o f  n o t  l e s s  t h a n  60  p e r  
c e n t . T h e  V a l u e s  f o r  t h i s  c a s e  S h o w
TH AT R MUST NOT BE G R E A T E R  T H A N  7 '5
Atkinsous n o r  l e s s  t h a n  1 ‘43  Atkinsons.
shown in figure 4 has been offered. The horizontal 
line which represents an efficiency of 60 per cent, 
cuts the efficiency graph of the fan in the points 
A and B, so that these points mark out the range 
within which the fan would operate with the desired 
efficiency. Vertical lines EAG and FBD are drawn 
through A and B respectively and these cut the 
pressure-volume curve in the points C and D. If 
now resistance curves are drawn through the points 
C and D, these curves mark out the limits of the 
mine resistance within which the fan will give an 
efficiency of 60 per cent; and, further, the 
desired efficiency will be maintained within this 
range for speeds of the fan, higher or lower than 
the speed for which the characteristic curves have 
been drawn.
These resistances are numerically eq.ua! to 
CE/OE" and DF/OF units respectively, and if the 
value of the mine resistance and the variations of 
that resistance arising from any cause whatever fall 
within these limiting values, the fan will be 
suitable for the work to be done and will work with 
the required efficiency. If not, a fan having the 
characteristics which satisfy the conditions of the 
case must be sought.
Variations of the Resistance of the Mine.
Variations of the mine resistance arise 
from changes (a) in the length and cross-section of 
the airways traversed by the air currents» (b) in 
the number of airways in parallel with each other;
(c) in the number and distribution of tubs and other 
obstructions in the airways; (d) inthe leakage paths
between /
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"between intake and return airways, and (e) in the 
natural ventilating pressure caused by variations of 
temperature, etc.
The resistance increases with increase in 
the length of the air passages, when there is no 
Increase in the number of splits in parallel.
Increase in the number of parallel splits may balance 
any increase of resistance due to increase of length, 
or may even lower the resistance. In cases where 
new seams are opened out, and where for purposes of 
ventilation they are directly connected to the shafts, 
an increase in the number of passages in parallel 
leading from the shafts will lower the resistance of 
these passages, and as all the air will not be 
require! to traverse all the length of the shafts 
the effective resistance of the lattef will also be 
reduced. A careful analysis of the values of the 
component parts of the resistance and of their 
probable changes should enable the variation in the 
resistance of the mine to be determined approximately. 
In most cases where this analysis has been carefully 
made and where the general lay-out of the ventilation 
system has been carefully planned, the variation 
should not be more than about 30 per cent, above or 
below the computated value of the normal resistance.
Referring to figure 4 it is seen that a 
fan having the given characteristics would give a 
satisfactory efficiency over a range of resistances 
varying from 7.5 to 1.43 Atkinsons, If such a fan 
were chosen to work on a mine having a normal 
resistance of about 4 Atkinsons it would probably 
give satisfaction for any new conditions that would
be /
be likely to arise.
Effect of Natural Causes.
In deep mines seasonal changes of temperats 
:ure are likely to produce greater changes in the 
effective resistance against which the fan operates, 
than all other causes together. The natural 
depression may, and generally does, assist the fan 
to maintain the ventilating currents It may in 
some cases oppose the fan. But whether it opposes 
or assists the fan it always exerts a very important 
influence upon the conditions of operation of the 
fan.
If a series of tests are made with a fan 
in a laboratory, the pressure-volume and efficiency 
curves secured for the fan are obtained under 
conditions in which the fan alone operates on a 
series of diminishing resistances. When a fan 
operates on a mine it rarely works alone on the 
mine resistance. The presence of an natural 
depression or other ventilating agency may either 
make it more difficult or more easy for the fan to 
discharge a given volume of air. But, while these 
agencies alter the effective resistance against which 
the fan operates, the characteristic curves of the fan 
can still be applied to determine the output and the 
efficiency of the fan, for if the actual resistance 
against the fan can be determined it is immaterial 
how that resistance has been produced.
The Equivalent Resistance,
It is only in the rare case when a single
ventilating appliance operates alone on a mine, that
the resistance against which the appliance works is
identical with the resistance of the mine. When a
second /
second or third appliance operates the conditions 
are radically changed, and the resistance, now 
called the equivalent resistance, must he calculated 
before any clear view of the situation is possible.
The equivalent resistance is not an artificial or 
subjective quantity, it is the actual or objective 
resistance against which the appliance operates and 
is thus of more direct importance than the mine 
resistance in the study of the fan. The resistance 
of the mine is indirectly important because it is 
one of the factors which determine the value of 
the equivalent resistance.
The Equivalent Resistance for a Pan in Series with 
a Natural Depression.
In summer, the temperature of the air 
in the downcast shaft of a mine may be as high as 
that in the upcast shaft in which case there is no 
natural depression. The resistance against the fan 
is then identical with the mine resistance, R, and 
is such that R = P/Qn , where P is the ventilating 
pressure produced by the fan, and Q is the volume of 
air circulated in Kilo-cusecs.
The temperature in the downcast in colder 
weather may fall considerably below that of the 
upcast, and give rise to a natural ventilating 
pressure P^. This natural pressure adds itself to 
the i) res sure produced by the fan, and to cause the 
same volume of air to circulate it would be sufficient 
if the fan created a ventilating pressure P - p ,
The natural depression would thus reduce the effective 
resistance against the fan to the value
(P - P0> / Qn  ..............  (IS)
This /
Figure 5. Fan and Naturai Pressure in Series.
This may "be illustrated graphically 
as in figure 5, in which the natural depression 
Pq is shown plotted below the volume axis OQ 
of the fan characteristic while the pressure Pf 
due to the fan extends from the volume axis
upwards to the characteristic curve* The mine
1resistance curve is drawn from the axis XQ , so 
that it lies along XB and cuts the preseure- 
volume characteristic of the fan in the point 
B. If there had "been no natural pressure, 
the résistance curve would have been referred 
to the axis OQ and would have cut the character: 
:istic curve in the point A.
The effect of the action of the 
natural pressure so far as the fan is concerned, 
is the same as if the fan had "been put to work 
on the smaller resistance represented by the 
dotted curve OB in figure 5, instead of on the 
mine resistance represented by the curve OA.
The value of the "Equivalent Resistance” 
for the fan, Re^, is given by
Kef = BM/OM11 ..........  (20)
Similarly the equivalent resistance for the 
natural agency is given by
Ren = Mîl/Oî/1 ............(21)
Obviously the sum of these two equivalent
resistances is equal to the mine resistance or 
Ref -f Ren =  BN/O!«11 ... (22)
When there is a natural ventilating 
pressure it acts in series with the fan, either
assisting or opposing. It is clear that when
ventilating appliances are in series each passes
the whole volume of air, but shares the ventilating
pressure/
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pressure In direct proportion to the useful work it 
performs. The total work done is
PQ =  Q(P1+ P, +  Ps + .... )   (23),
The relations expressed in 20, 21, and 22 thus apply 
generally to ventilating appliances in series with 
each other.
Equivalent Resistance for Appliances in Series.
The equivalent resistance Re  ̂for a fan 
F-j which operates in series on a mine having a 
resistance of R Atkinsons, and which develppes 
1/Nth of the total ventilating pressure P, and 
passes a total volume of air of 1 Kilo-cusec, is 
given fay
Rel =  (P/H)/Qn =^(l/N) X (P/Qn ) =  .. (24)
Equivalent Resistances for Appliances in Parallel.
Fans in parallel must each give the full 
ventilating pressure faut divide the volume in 
proportion to the useful work done fay each. The 
total work done is
. v, -Vi ~f* Qg ‘ * ) *«#•••••♦• (25 5
The equivalent resistance Rel for the fan which 
operates in parallel with other ventilating appliances 
on a mine having a resistance of R Atkinsons, and 
which passes 1/Nth of the total volume of air Q, at 
a ventilating pressure P, is
Re =r P/(Q/)J)n °r NnR   (26)
Equivalent Resistance for a Series Parallel Arrangement.
In the case of a series-parallel arrangement 
as when two fans F^ and Fo operate on a mine having a 
resistance of R Atkinsons, and in which there is a 
natural ventilating pressure Fy„, the equivalent 
resistance for the combination of fans, fay (19), Is
Ee =  (P - P0) / Qn . ,
Figure 6. Graphs of the mine resistance, R = P/Q°, and 
of the equivalent resistances for two fans, Fl and F,. in 
series. F, develops 1/3 rd and F9 develops 2/3rds of the 
total pressure, P.
Figure 7. Showing the equivalent resistance and the mine 
resistance for a parallel arrangement.
^°ai6 G-raph showing the equivalent resistance against 
twro parallel fans which share the volume equally and are
in series with a natural pressure of 5 pounds per square in5.
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If the fan 3?% passes 1/̂ fth of the total 
volume of air Q, and thus does 1/Nth of the total 
useful work, the equivalent resistance He^ for the 
fan F^ is
Ke; —  N ^ e  or (N/Q)n (P - Po> •• (27>
The fan fan Fg would pass a volume Q - Q/N, or 
Q(N - 1) / N, and the equivalent resistance Rq2 for 
Fp will he<o
Ee£ —  0/(N - 1)qJ n (P - P0)   (88)
These relations are shown graphically in 
figures 6, 7, and 8« Figure 6 shows the equivalent 
resistance against two fans in series, where 
developes 1/8 and F- developes 2/3 of the total 
ventilating pressure• The sum of the two series 
resistances is equal to the mine resistance, or
Eel“f~ Re2 ~
Figure 7 shows the effect of the addition
of a fan FP in parallel with another fan P^. When
F| acts alone on the mine resistance its operating
point for a volume of 5 Kilo-cusecs is the point D
on the résistance curve. When Fp also operates
and passes a volume AB, equal to 1.465 Kilo-cusecs
the operating point of which passes a volume of
AO equal to 3,535 Kilo-cusecs, goes along to C,
The relation between the equivalent resistances and
the mine resistance is expressed by the rule for the
addition of parallel resistances, viz.,
=Ĵ (2 9)
Figure 8 shows the graph of the equivalent 
resistance against two parallel operating fans ?/hen 
sharing a volume of 6 Kilo-cusecs equally and working 
in series with a natural ventilating pressure, Pq .
Experimental Determination of the Characteristic 
Curves of a Pan.
The characteristic curves are obtained 
from tests made on the fan. In these tests the 
resistance against which the fan works,is varied, 
and for each value of the resistance the volume of 
air passed, the ventilating pressure, and the input 
to the fan, must he carefully determined.
The difficulty of determining the true 
value of the ventilating pressure arises immediately
a serious attempt is made to measure it. The 
velocity of the air varies considerably overthe
cross-section of the fan drift, and the depression
varies with the velocity. To obtain the dynamic
depression the "velocity" head must be subtracted
and this is done automatically by pointing the tube
leading to the manometer against the direction of
the air current. The result obtained, however,
depends upon the position in the drift where the
tube is placed, and to secure reliable results a
position must be selected which will give the mean
value of the depression.
If the relative velocity of the air at 
different planes be considered as equivalent to 
the production of a shear the velocity would increase 
from the periphery toward the centre in accordance 
With a straight line law. Would such a variation 
in velocity be in accordance with the res\ilts 
obtained from most carefully conducted experiments, 
and if so what are the positions of the mean velocity 
and of the mean dynamic water-gauge ?
Very elaborate experiments were made in 
1884 at the Breslau Gas Works by the Prussian Mining
Commission /
Commission, In these tests a spare gas holder 
85#3 feet diameter and containing 70,834 cubic feet 
was used and the rate of fall of the gas holder was 
determined electrically and served as a check on 
the various methods of measurement of the air velocity 
in a pipe 14.3 inches diameter. It was found that 
there was a considerable difference of speed at 
different parts in the same vertical plane. The 
centre gave the maximum speed and pressure and the 
circumference the minimum; the mean speed was found 
to Occur at 2/3 of the radius from the centre of the 
pipe . The Casella amomometer was found to give 
variable errors, the excess ranging between 7 per cent, 
and 13 per cent.
Messrs. Stanton and Panne 11 have shown that 
the mean velocity divided by the velocity at the 
centre varies but little and is approximately equal 
to 0.82.
Consider the case of a linear distribution 
of velocity over a circular airway.
Let R =  the radius of the duct
r =: the distances measured from the centre of
the duct
v =r the velocity of the air at points
distant r from the centre of the duct
&R =  the velocity of the air at the centre
of the duct
n =  a constant to be determined from
Messrs. Stanton and PannelPs results.
v =  the mean velocity of the air
Q s=r the volume of air discharged from the
duct.
Assume /
Proe. I.G.E. Vol. CXI. p. 545.
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Assume v r= K(R - r/n) “  C - kr 
where C ~  KR and k rr K/n 
ihen g
q —  K\z Tr r( R  - r/n) dr
Jo
Q =  K 77 [jR‘ - (8E3/3n)7-
Q. —  TS X  k|r - (ER/3n'J 
or Q =? area of duct X  velocity at the
point where the mean velocity occiirs.
The assumption that v  —  K(R - r/n^ or
C - Icr, is thus found to he consistant with the
results obtained by the Prussian Mining Commission, 
vis., that the mean velocity occurs at 2/3 of the
radius from the centre of the duct.
The velocity at the periphery is
K (R - R/n> or KR( n - 1 Vn, i.e., it is equal
to the velocity at the centre multiplied by (n - l)/n.
Messrs Stanton and Pannell \s results give 
mean velocity / velocity at centre ”  0.88/1 or 
(1 - 0.18^ / 1. But since the drop in the velocity 
is taken as proportional to the distance from the 
centre, the drop at the periphery will be one-half 
more than that at the point where the mean velocity 
occurs, i.e., the drop will be 0.27. Thus the 
velocity at the periphery / the velocity at the 
centre is 0.72/1 ■=* (n - l)n 7 whence n ~  5.7.
The distribution of velocity across the vertical 
is therefore conical and the distribution of volume 
is a paraboloid.
To determine the position where the root 




Let r be the position where the root mean square
value, v, occurs, so that v =  C - fcr
( ■  f t
Then 2 _  Jo S H w  dr __ 2_ J v rdr
v —  77“ RT R**A
But v =  0 - kr, so that v2 -T C8 +  k'r2 - SkCr
Uhus
—. 2  p  3  ov =  (8/1r) I (C r +  k r - 2kCr") dr■f:
C ' ± k 2 r 2-  2kC? —  CT-f (k2 RS/2) -(4kCR/3)
or .. o r 0
k'':r —  SkOr -f (4kCR/3) —  (k2R‘A )  =  0.
Therefore _ f i— „— “—  7T~-------------
r =  ( CA) —  I (a"/k ) -h (R/2 1 - (4CR/3k1
r —  (KR/K/n) —  J(X7;R /KE/n' )-f- (RB/2) - (4KT8/K/n'i
r —  Rn - R f i ' -f- —  (4n/5)
Substituting the value for n found above gives 
r =  0*66 R.
The position where the mean square value of the 
velocity occurs is thus the same as that where the 
mean velocity occurs. This is obviously the case 
where a linear distribution of velocity from the 
centre outwards, for while the velocity falls off 
in proportion to the distance from the centre, the 
area of the elementary ring over which any definite 
velocity acts increases in proportion to the radius.
The mean velocity and the mean dynamic
water-gauge can therefore be read off at points
two-thirds along the radius from the centre or at
points distant D/6 from the sides of the airway.
Tests to Obtain the Characteristic Curves of a 
Sirocco Fan.
The results of a series of tests made on
an /
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an 18-inch diameter Sirocco fan are given in table XI. 
In making these tests the mean dynamic water-gauge 
was read off from a U tube inclined at an angle
current and placed at a point D/6 from the side of 
the airway was connected to one limb. A tube 
filled with cotton wool and having a piece of flannel 
wrapped over the end was also placed at D/6 from the 
side and this tube could be put into communication 
with the IT tube by turning a cock* In the table 
this tube is referred to as a muffled tube and the 
readings obtained from it agreed very closely with 
those obtained from the Pitot tube.
from a large value to a very small value and for 
each resistance a series of three or four values of 
all the quantities to be determined was taken, and 
the mean values of each series were used in calculating 
the results. In the case of the depression the 
average values of the readings of the Pitot and 
muffled tuber were taken. In calculating the final 
results the average values of each series were 
corrected for a Standard fan speed of 1,000 R.P.M.
electric motor coupled directly and the input to 
the motor was carefully determined. The total
total work done by the fan and this must be equal to 
the actual input to the fan. Thus pQ -  I 1 or p —  l/Q, 
The results have been plotted in figure 9, 
in which test points on the curve of useful pressures
%  are marked by small circles. Points on the
Pitot tube facing the air
The resistance against the fan was varie*d
The fan was driven
pressure, p, multiplied by the volume, Q, gives the
input /
CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE.
F i g . $ . — R e s u l t s  o f  T e s t s  o n  a n  1 8 -I n c h  S ir o c c o  F a n  a t  t h e  
F i f e  M i n in g  S c h o o l , C o w d e n b e a t h , F i f e .
No. of square.
7
Velocity of air, 
in feet per minute.
T a b le  I I I . — R e s u l t s  o f  M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  A i r  a t  t h e  M o u t h  o f  t h e  È v a  s è i  
o f  a n  18- I n c h  S i r o c c o  F a n .
No. of square. . Velocity o f  air
in ieet per minute
1 +515 7 + ‘2,582
2 -4 7 7  8 +2,791
3 -5 8 1  9 +2,453
4 +1,153
5 +1,068
6 + 1 ,4 3 4
10.93S
Average velocity ... 1,215
F i g  1 0  . — A r r a n g e m e n t  
o f  t h e  E v a s é e  o f  t h e  
F a n  in  t h e  T e s t s .
input graph I, are marked by squares. Test points 
on the line of total pressure * p, have been 
calculated on the assumption that the efficiency of 
the motor was 80 per cent. The lower curve marked 
with A  points gives the efficiency of the fan and 
motor* and the curve marked by V  points gives the 
efficiency of the fan alone.
The curve of input is concave upwards and 
this form is characteristic of fans which havevanes 
with forward curvature. Where the curvature of 
the vanes is backwards the input curve is concave 
downwards, and for radial vanes the input is shown 
by a straight line*
Experiments with the Pan Evasee.
Where the evasee of a fan diverges too quickly 
serious eddying of the air may be produced. The 
Sirocco fan at the Fife Mining School has been found 
to throw its air sideways against the direction of
y /entry of the air to the fan. An evasee was 
constructed for this -fan as sketched in figure 10,
One side was vertical and the other side was inclined 
at an angle of 14 degrees in the direction in which 
the fan discharged most air. The results obtained 
when an anemometer was held successively in each of 
the squares marked are shown in Table III. A 
negative velocity indicates that the air was passing 
inwards at the corresponding square. The eddy 
currents were more pronounced when an evasee was 
used having a symmetrical taper about the fan outlet, 
and also when the angle of divergence was greater 
than 14 degrees. The experiments indicated that 
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Tests with an Ordnance Pan 18-Indies Diamater.
In these tests the runner of the Sirocco 
fan was replaced by an Ordnance fan runner, which 
differs from the Sirocco fan mainly in having 
corrugated vanes. The tests were made in a manner 
similar to those carried out with the Sirocco fan. 
Three series of tests were made. In the first series 
the casing was exactly as in the tests with the 
Sirocco fan. The second series was made to ascertain 
what effects would follow when a parallel sided 
induction pipe If-inches long was inserted between 
the casing outlet and the evasee. The third series 
was made to determine the effect of separating the 
start of the casing evolute from the outlet by the 
insertion of a V-shaped piece of wood in the space 
above the runner where the evolute freely communicated 
with the outlet. In these tests the induction pipe 
was retained.
The results of the three series are given 
in Tables IV., V., and VI. respectively, and they 
are shown plotted in figure 11. It will be seen 
that the induction tube improved the efficiency, but 
that when the evolute was cut off from the outlet 
the efficiency was reduced unless when the fan was 
working on a very low resistance and passing a large 
volume of air. The points obtained in the third 
series of tests were also found to be very erratic. 
Mathematical Expression for the Efficiency of a Pan.
Practical purposes would be materially
helped if a method could be evolved which would
enable the characteristics of a fan to be determined
with a high degree of accuracy and with the minimum
of /
36.
of trouble and expense. The following considerations 
indicate a method of doing this.
Murgue has shown that the theoretical 
motive column H, in feet, for a fan running with a 
peripheral velocity of V feet per second is given by 
the formula:-
I I ~ (VVg Cos $  ) /  g - WS / 2g; where
$  r=x the angle between the vanes and the backward 
extension of the tangent where the vanes 
meet the periphery.
W —  the velocity in feet per second of the air
leaving the ¿vasee.
Vjnrx the velocity of the air passing through the fan 
relative to the vanes of the fan.
The second term of this expression supplied
the correction for variation in the angle between the
vanes and the periphery in different fans. When
^rrQQ°, this term vanishes: and when, as in the
case of the Sirocco fan,^ 90°, this term
changes its sign and becomes positive. The third
term makes the correction for the kinetic energy
carried away into the atmosphere by the air escaping
from the evasee.
It is more convenient if the expression be
made in terms of Vp , the radial velocity of the air,
when the formula becomes:-
H =  (Vs/g1! - ( W r Got $) /g - WS /Sg ... (30)
Beside losses arising from kinetic energy 
carried into the atmosphere there are frictional and 
ed^y current losses. These losses may be assumed 
to be proportional to the snuare of the volume of
air passed bjr the fan, and if is the loss of
b v /pressure caused, and r is the internal resistance of 





Murgue's formula for the motive column of 
a fan assumes that all the air particles expelled 
from the fan attain the same velocity as the particlrs 
in immediate contact with the vane tips. This 
obviously is not the case. Immediately in front of 
a moving vane the air streams moving; radially 
relative to the vanes are more highly compressed 
and attain a higher tangential velocity than streams 
farther away. Indeed, behind the vanes there may 
even be a re-entry of air with a reversal of radial 
and tangential velocities. (Figure 12)
The total actual motive column H+ produced 
by the fan is therefore equal to KH, where K is a 
fraction called my Morgue the ,fmanometrical yield, ”
The total ventilating pressure p, in pounds 
per square foot equals wH* where w is the weight of 
a cubic foot of the air. The useful pressure which 
overcomes the resistance of the mine is the total 
pressure diminished by the pressure spent in 
overcoming the internal resistance of the fan.
Hence,adopting P for the useful pressure in pounds 
per square foot, Murgue *s formula may be written:-
P —  (KwV/g) /  (V - Vr Cot ft ) - rCT .........  (31)
Important Expression giving the Efficiency of a Fan.
The efficiency of a fan is the ratio of the 
useful to the total pressure of the fan, or ̂  ~  P/p.
In the above expression for P the quantity Vr , the 
radial velocity of the air in the fan is equal to the 
volume in cubic feet discharged per second divided by 
the surface perimeter, a, of the fan, or Vr—  Q/a,
Substituting this value for Vp in (31) gives
P —  (KwV/g) > ( V  - Q Got $  /a) - rQs .....  (32)
To /
To apply this formula to a fan, K and r must be 
determined by experiment. Since there are two unknowns 
two sets of relations between P and. Q are necessary 
for this purpose. The values of H  and %  are obtained, 
by measurement 5 V is determined from the diameter of 
the fan and its rotational speed.
Rapid Method of Determining the Characteristics of a Pan 
These considerations show that it is possible 
to determine the characteristic curves of a fan by 
running it at a constant speed on two different external 
resistances, and making careful measurements of the volume 
of air passed and of the ventilating pressure for each of 
the resistances. In order to smooth out small errors in 
the readings taken, it is desirable to make at least 
three determinations of the pressure and volume for each 
case. It is not necessary to hold the speed exactly 
constant for each of these thre<= determinations, but the 
speed must be measured as well as the pressure and volume, 
and the volume and pressure corrected to the selected 
speed. The mean of the corrected values thus obtained 
should be taken: In this way accurate results will be
obtained. In carrying out the tests the fan would fir&t 
be run on the mine resistance and afterwards on a smaller 
resistance obtained by short-circuiting some air between 
the two shafts. An alternative would be to increase the 
resistance by erecting an obstruction such as a regulator.
The following example explains the procedure. 
Example:- A fan having a. peripheral outlet of 70 square 
feet and fitted with vanes having a backward curvature 
of 45 degrees, when run at a peripheral speed of 120 
feet r>pr sedond on a mine resistance was found to pass
140,000 cubic feet of air per minute with a water-gauge 
of 2.98 inches. The resistance was then increaseijoy^
Inserting a regulator in the main airway, and when 
running at the same speed the fan passed 120,000 
cubic feet of air per minute with a water-gauge of 
3.383 inches.
Determine the values of K and r for the 
fan, and plot the characteristic curves.
The known data is: ~
~  2.98 inches W.O., or 15,«50 pds. per sq. ft.
Po —  3.585 inches W.O,, or 17,«59 pds. per sq. ft.
=  2,333 cubic feet per second.
Qc —  2,000 cubic feet per second.
w =*• weight of i cubic foot of air, or 0.075 lb, (say)
P KvV/g(V - Q Cot ¿f/a) - vd
Substituting in this equation the two sets of values 
obtained from the experiments gives
15.50 (K X *075 X  120/32.2> (120 - 2,355 X  70)
15.50 =  K X »4.3553 - r (49/9) 106   (a)
17.59 —  K X .076 X 1S0/38.S ( ISO - 8,000 X 70)
- r X  (»>000)&
17.59 =  K X  25.554 - r X 4 X 106 .........  (b)
Multiplying (a) by 36 and (b) by 49 and 
solving gives
K —  0.8 and r =0.713 X  I®-6
OBut by definition, resistance R =  P/Q^ and the 
resistance is 1 Atkinson when a volume of 1,000 cubic 
feet of air per second passes with a pressure difference 
of 1 pound per square foot. Thus 1 Atkinson ==.
p  « . gi / d  ,000) —  10 foot-pound-second unit.
The value of r as found is thus equal to 
0,713 Atkinson. Referring to equations (a) and (b) 
it is clear that the first term on the right hand of
each /
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each equation, viz., 24.223K and 25.554K represents 
the theoretical or total depressions for the 
respective conditions. Substituting the value of 
K found, these quantities are found to he 19.38 and 
20.44 pounds per square foot respectively.
The expression giving the total depression 
of a fan is p =  KwV/g(V - Q Cot $  /a) and it is 
clear that when a fan is run at a constant speed on 
a variable resistance, the only quantity on the 
right hand of this equation that can vary is Q, and 
since Q ocurrs only in the first degree, the graph 
of the total depression is a straight line. If ft 
is 90° the graph is horizontal; it dips as the 
voluHiie is increased when ft is less than 90°and 
rises for values of ft- greater than 90°.
But since the graph of the total depression 
is a straight line, and two points on this line are 
known, the graph can be immediately drawn.
To complete the work it is necessary to 
calculate the value of the terra rQ' for several 
values of Q and to subtract these from the correspond: 
ting values of the total depression. The results 
are given in Table VII. The last row of figures 
gives the efficiency of the fan alone. In practice 
the very large efficiencies indicated for small 
volumes delivered by the fan would not be secured 
since under these conditions considerable losses 
would arise from eddy currents and re-entry?" of air 
to the fan. But over the range of practical 
interest, the results would be very servicable.
If the efficiency curve of the motor which drives 
the fan is as shown in Figure 13, the characteristic
curves of the fan will be as plotted in Figure 14.
The /













The importance of the method described 
lies in the fact that it would give a clear view 
of the performance of a fan in cases where it is 
inconvenient to measure the input to the fan motor 
and to carry out a full series of observations of 
the values of the volumes and depressions given by 
the fan on a fairly long series of resistances.
Should Regulators be put in Fan Drifts ?
Attempts have sometimes been made to 
improve the efficiency of a fan by putting a regulator 
in the fan drift. Is this practice advisable ?
In the case just considered the insertion of a 
regulator increased the resistance so that instead 
of 140,000 cubic feet of air passing per minute with 
a pressure of 15,5 pounds per square foot, only
120,000 cubic feet passed with a pressure of 17,6 
pounds per square foot. The power inputs to the 
fan are thus found to be 61,5 and 55.4 Kilowatts 
respectively, so that the volume of air has been 
reduced to 85.5 per cent and the power input to 
90 per cent of their former values. If this reduced 
volume of air is sufficient for the requirements of 
the mine, the insertion of a regulator would thus 
effect a saving of 10 per cent in the power bill.
The same results, however, could have 
been obtained by reducing the speed of the fan from 
120 to 105 feet per second, so as to give a depress: 
:ion of 11.4 pounds per square foot, when the power
5input would have been approximately 61.5 X  (103/120  ̂
or 59 Kilowatts. Thus with a speed regulator fche 
expenditure of power is only 6o*5 per cent ox its 
former value, whereas, witn rhe reelstunee regulator
method, it is 90 per cent.
The initial expense of installing a
regulator /
regulator would be small compared with the cost of a 
variable speed motor, but if the regulation is 
likely to obtain for a few years a reduction of 
lb Kilowatts on the load, which represents a saving 
of £500 per annum, would justify the extra cost of 
such a motor.
Saving Effected by Reducing the Volume of Air in 
Circulation during Idle Hours.
It is worth while enquiring whether the 
volume of air in circulation could be reduced 
during idle hours. During the hours of working, 
the movements of tubs adversely affects the ventilation 
and there are times when the airways are obstructed 
by races of full tubs, by empty races conveying 
timbei*, etc. , and by the presence of men, horses, 
and, in some cases, locomotives. The movement of 
the cages in the shafts during winding hours increases 
the resistance of the shafts, especially when the 
cages pass each other, and so retards the air current. 
The frequent opening of doors increases the leakage 
of air and rediices the volume which passes into the 
working places. All these causes tend to reduce 
the volume of air where it is required and at a time
when it is most needed, the greater quantity of 
noxious and inflammable gases being liberated during 
the hours of coal getting.
If then, conditions are to be as good 
during working hours as idle hours, it will be 
necessary to run the fan at a greater speed and 
thus increase the volume of air in circulation. If
the fan is run fast enough to maintain adequate 
ventilation during working hours there will be an
unnecessary waste of power if its speed be maintained
during /
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during idle hours. Since the volume circulated
varies as the cube root of the power, if the power
is reduced to one-half its value, the volume will
fall to 79.37 per cent of its full value, neglecting
the effect of natural ventilation. if this assist 
it /the fan/would raise the volumeto well over SO per cent 
of the full value. If, therefore, it is found that 
during idle hours SO per cent of the current for 
working hours is sufficient for practical purposes, 
a saving of one-half of the power bill for ventilat: 
:ion can be effected during those periods. In 
nearly all well ventilate 1 mines a drop of SO per 
cent in the working-hours current would leave the 
workings sufficiently well ventilated for idle hours. 
If, however, the mine is but poorly ventilated 
during working hours no reduction of the air 
current can be allowed, since the case may be one 
which calls for a greater, and not a lesser, 
ventilating current at all times.
Variable-Spted-Alternating-Current Motors for 
Driving Fans.
Speed variation of induction motors can be 
obtained by the cascade arrangement; by varying the 
number of poles of the stator; by rheostatic control 
of the rotor currents; and by the application of 
secondary motors or motor—generator sets, driven by 
the rotor currents, which either assist the main 
motor or return energy to the mains. Speed regulation 
may also be secured by the use of three-phase 
commutator motors having either series or shunt 
characteristics.
With regard to the saving effected by the
use of variable—speed motors, the results ootaxne.1
by /
by the Pittsburgh Coal Company, Pa. s U.S.A., are of 
especial interest. The figures were given in the 
discussion of a paper read before the Association of 
Iron and teel Electrical Engineers on March 18th,,
1982.
At the Harrison Mine a 15 by 5 foot fan 
was driven by a 250 horse-power âlip-ring induction- 
motor with a Sherbius speed-regulator. Under ordin: 
¡¡ary working conditions the speed varies about
26 per dent., or from 128 to 95 revolutions per
have /
minute. In order to/run the fan under existing 
conditions at full speed, the energy required would 
have been 1,037,184 Kilowatt-hours. The power 
actually used was 706,056 Kilowatt-hours, and the 
saving effected by lowering the speed during idle 
hours was 331,128 Kilowatt-hours, which represents 
a saving of about £690 for power supplied, assuming 
a rate of O.^per Kilowatt-hour. The power factor 
was 70 per cent, at 95 revolutions per minute, and 
9 4  per cent, at 128 revolutions.
The results for 1921 at Montour Wo. 8 
mine, where a 150-Horsepower brush-shifting motor was 
used for driving the fan were;- total energy used, 
262,855 Kilowatt-hours; energy that would have been 
required if the fan had been kept running at full 
speed all the time, 569,400 Kilowatt-hours, represent 
:ing a saving of 306,545 Kilcwatt-hours, or about 
£640 per annum.
The Use of Fans in Combination.
The use of booster fans in combination 
with a main fan is a very common occurence in coal 
mines. Where the resistance of one or more of the
airways /
airways in parallel with each other is much 
greater than the average value, it is necessary 
to choose between a booster fan for the high 
resistance splits or regulators for those of 
lower resistance. , ,
The booster fan raises the ventilating 
pressure of the section to which it is apnlied 
by an amount sufficient to ensure the circulation 
of the required volume in the section. Thus 
extra pressure is applied only where it is wanted 
and there is no waste of pressure.
Where regulators are used, the main
ventilator must impart to the whole volume of
air circulated a pressure equal to the greatest
pressure required by any of the ventilating
districts in parallel with each other. There
is thus waste of energy, and in order to prevent
this waste becoming still greater from the
circulation of more air than is necessary in
some of the districts, regulators are applied
to these districts. The regulator is a
dissipator of energy, the energy lost in foot­
pounds per minute being equal to the product
of the drop Of pressure in pounds per square foot
at the regulator and the volume of air in cubic
feet per minute which passes through the regulator.
Prom these considerations it might at 
first sight be concluded that the booster fan 
would in general be preferable to the regulator.
The problem, however, cannot be disposed of so 
easily, and each case must be considered upon 
its merits. Where only a small part of the total 
volume of air in circulation must pass through a
regulator /
regulator, or where the necessary drop in pressure at 
the ventilator is small, it will generally he found 
that the regulator is preferable to the booster fan.
On the other hand, where a large volume of air would 
be required to undergo a pressure-drop at the 
regulator, or where a large pressure-drop would be 
sustained by a moderately large volume of air, the 
booster fan could be economically applied. Between 
these limiting conditions careful discrimination 
is necessary.
Position of a Regulator or of a Booster Fan.
The best position of a regulator is near 
where the split to be regulated joins the main 
return airway. The pressure-differenee between the 
intake and return roadways of the split is then a 
minimum, and the leakage of air will also be a minimum.
If the split should require an increased 
instead of a reduced volume, a booster fan would be 
applied, and for the same reason the best position 
for the regulator is found to be the best for the 
booster fan. This fan, however, may be equally 
well placed either where the split joins the main 
intake or where it joins the main return airway.
If the booster fan is put to work near the face 
transmission losses will be greater owing to the 
greater distance between the generator and the fan 
motor, but a greater evil will be the excess of air 
leakage between the intake and return airways, since 
then the greatest pres sure-difference between the 
intake and return will be near the workings, where 
the stoppings are usually most defective, and the 
ground is least consolidated, iJiirther, there is tne
seriou^ y
serious objection that the greater pressure would be 
on the return side so that the leakage would be from 
the return to the intake. It would not be difficult 
to visualise a case where, the booster fan placed 
near the working face and with rather broken ground 
or defective stoppings, there might be a good 
circulation of air near the face, but very little 
fresh air entering the section, the circulation for 
the most part consisting of air which had leaked from 
the return into the intake airway. Such an arrange: 
:ment would not only be innefficient, but it might 
also give rise to grave danger and be accompanied by 
a false sense of security. If the airways serving a 
section of the workings were leaking badly, and a 
booster fan were put to work near the junction with 
a main airway, the increased pressure given by the 
fan would fail to produce the desired volume of air 
at the working faces, and attention would thus be 
directed to the need for improvement of the stoppings.
The selection of a booster fan suitable for 
any given work is a simple matter. The volume of 
air required in the section and the increase of 
pressure necessary would be estimated. A fan having 
suitable characteristics to pass the volume at the 
necessary pressure could then be chosen quite 
independently of the action of the main ventilating 
pressure.
Utilisation of Excess Energy of a Regulated Split.
The volume of air passing in any split 
in which there is an excess of ventilating pressure 
could be effectively regulated by /

by causing the air to pass through a suitable nozzle 
which would wahbe very little pressure, A part of 
the kinetic energy in the air escaping from such a 
nozzle could be usefully applied if it were arranged 
for the air to escape into a non-regulated split 
through a device somewhat as sketched in Figure 15.
The Operation of Fans in Parallel.
When two fans operate together on the same 
mine in parallel or in series with each other, it is 
clear that the total useful work done by the combinat: 
:ion is equal to the sum of the useful work done by
each fan, . If a fan P1 operates on a mine alone
Aand does 10 foot-pounds of useful work per minute 
then since the useful work is pQ, where p is the 
pressure in pounds per square foot, and Q is the 
volume of air in cubic feet per minute, the work 
done can be represented by the hyperbola EDA,
Figure 16. Similarly useful works of 0.5 x !06 
and 2 x 106 foct-pouhds per minute can be represented 
by hyperbolae passing through the points F, B, and 0
respectively.
If the mine resistance is represented by
2the curve p —  XQ , the points F, A, B, 0, where 
this curve intersects the hyperbolae would, determine 
the pressure-volume relation for the respective
6useful outputs. A single fan developing 2 x 10 
foot-pounds of useful work per minute would operate 
at the point 0. But two fans operating together 
on the same mine and each developing 10 foot-pounds 
of useful work per minute, would necessarily operate 
at the same point C on the mine resistance graph.
If the fans worked in series they would divide the
ventilating pressure equally, and it they worked in
parallel /
parallel they would divide the volume of air equally.
Hence, for two fans in parallel, each
developing 10 foot-pounds of useful work per minute,
the point of operation for each fan will he the point
E obtained by drawing a horizontal linr through 0 to
cut the hyperbola EDA. The pressure given by each
fan will be equal to EE and the volume passed will 
1be given by OE .
ftSimilarly a single fan developing 1.5 x 10u
foot-pounds of useful work per minute, would operate
6at the point B, while if one fan developing 10 foot­
pounds per minute works in parallel with another 
which develops 0.5 x 106 foot-pounds per minute, the 
point of operation for the fan which develops the 
larger useful work would be D, the intersection of 
the horizontal line drawn through B, with the 
hyperbola EDA. The point of operation for the other 
fan would be obtained by continuing the horizontal 
BD until it intersected the hyperbola drawn through F.
It is thus clear that a fan developing 
useful work equal to 10C foot-pounds per minute woTild 
operate at the point A on the mine resistance curve, 
provided that no other ventilating appliance worked 
on the mine at the same time. The starting of 
another fan which developed 0.5 x 106 foot-pounds per 
minute, would make it necessary for the first fan to 
operate at the point D if it continues to develop the 
same useful power. Similarly if the second fan 
develops 10b foot-pounds per minute, the point of 
operation for the first fan moves to E.
In general. unless the speed of. the first
fan is in cre a se d  when the second fan is brought into
action /
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action, these points of operation are not reached, 
and the load on the first fan decreases. If, however, 
the first fan happens to he operating on a steep 
portion of its pressure-volume curve, it may maintain 
the load fairly constant.
The points D and E do not lie on the graph 
of the mine resistance, hut they determine the 
effective or equivalent resistance upon which the 
fan must operate under the conditions indicated.
Graphs of the resistances corresponding to the points 
A, D, and E have "been drawn in figure 17. The
values of these resistances expressed in foot-pound-
-9 -© -9minute units are 4 x 10 , 2.25 x 10 and 10
respectively, or expressed in Atkinsons 4 x 3.6,
2.25 x 3.6 and 3.6 respectively.
Superposition of Resistance and Equivalent Resistance 
Graphs o£ the Characteristic.Curves of a Fan.
In figure 18, upon the pressure-volume
and efficiency curves of a fan, the graphs of figure
17 have been superposed. If this fan works alone
on a mine having a resistance of 3.6 Atkinsons,
—9 2represented by the graph p = 10 Q , the figure
shows that the fan would pass a volume of 100,000 
cubic feet per minute, at a ventilating pressure of 
10 pounds per square foot, with an efficiency of 0.4.
The application of a fan in parallel which 
would pass one-third of the total volume, and leave 
the existing fan to deal with two-thirds of the 
volume, would cause the equivalent resistance for
g
this fan to rise to Rel = R x (3/2) or to 
8.1  Atkinsons, and the efficiency would rise to 0.55. 
The addition of a second fan which would deal with 
one-half of the total volume of air, would raise the
equivalent /
50.
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oequivalent resistance from 3.6 to 2' x 3.6 or 
14 Atkinsons, and the efficiency of the fan would 
rise to 0.65.
In the case of the addition of a fan to 
pass one-third of the volume of air, the equivalent 
resistance for this smaller fan would he 3 x 3.6, 
or 32.4 Atkinsons* whereas a second fan which 
should divide the volume equally would work on an 
equivalent resistance of 14 Atkinsons,
The laws of the equivalent resistance are
(1) For fans in parallel   R_ = RlT
(2) For fans in series ........  RQ - R/N
In figure 19 the graph of a mine resistance R, equal 
to 3.6 Atkinsons has 'been superoosel on the 
characteristic curves of a fan. The fan working 
alone on the mine would operate at the point C and 
would thus pass a volume OL at a pressure CL, and 
would work with an efficiency CL. equal to 50 per cent.
If the speed of the fan were maintained 
constant, and another fan were run in parallel, its 
spee 1̂ being regulated until the fans divided the load 
equally, the point of operation would move up to the 
point E, where the equivalent resistance graph OJE 
equal to 4R cuts the pressure-volume characteristic 
of the fan. The first fan would operate with an 
efficiency FK, equal to 65 per cent, and the two 
fans would nass a volume equal to 20K at a pressure 
equal to EK. If a second fan were run in series 
and the speed of the fans adjusted until they 
divided the ventilating pressure equally, the fans 
would operate on an equivalent resistance represented 
hy the curve OPD, and the existing fan would 
work with an efficiency HM, equal to 40 per
In /
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In the case considered the addition of a
fan in parallel would improve the efficiency, hut
a fan in series would lower the efficiency. It is,
however, important to observe that by a suitable
parallel or series arrangement, the position of
the operating point on the fan characteristic curves
can be moved until it reaches the point at which the
fan would operate with'titojc maximum efficiency.
Possible Overload on Constant-Speed Motors which drive 
Series or Parallel Arrangements of Fans.
If a fan is driven by a motor which is 
developing its full load when the fan is acting alone 
on the mine, there will be a heavy overload on the
motor when a second fan is run up in series, unless
the speed of the motor can be reduced when both fans 
are running. The actual load can be read off direct
if the input curve for the fan has been drawn. In
other cases it may be estimated.
Referring to figure 19, which has been 
drawn for a fan having radial vanes, when the fan is
operating alone at the point C the motor is carrying
now/
a full load. If the speed beyraaintained constant
while a fan in series is started up so as to divide 
the pressure equally, the operating point on the 
mine resistance will pass to N, and that on the 
pressure-volume curve of the fan to D. The load on 
the fan would thus be in direct proportion to the 
volume passed and equal to the full—loa^ multiplied 
by OM/OL, which gives an over-load of 19 per cent. 
Similarly, if two fans are running in parallel, and 
one is then isolated from the mine while the speed 
of the other is maintained constant, there would be
a large increase of the load on the motor.
Referring /
Referring again to figure 19, if two fans
in parallel are sharing the load equally and working
on the equivalent resistance OJE, the stopping of one of
the parallel fans will cause the point of operation
to move from E to 0, and the volume passed by the fan
to increase from OK to OL, i.e. from 79,000 to
12(3,000 cubic feet per minute. But, since the
characteristic curve is that of a fan having radial
vanes the total pressure developed by the fan will
remain constant for a constant speed and the load on
the motor will increase by 62 per cent.
Rectification of the Equivalent Resistance for 
Imp rove d Efficiency.
It has been observed that by a suitable
parallel or series arrangement, the point of operation
of a fan can be brought to coincide with the point at
which the fan operates with maximum efficiency. The
method of calculating the equivalent resistance is
as follows
1. For a Series Arrangement:- Re « R/N.
Let two fans F^ and Fo operate in series on a mine, 
and each develop a pressure of 12.5 pounds per square 
foot and pass 5,000 cubic feet of air per second.
The total pressure acting on the mine will be 25 pounds
per square foot, and the resistance of the mine will
2be 25/5 or 1 Atkinson. The equivalent resistance 
for each fan will be R0 * R/(25/12.5) or 0.5
9 oAtkinson; alternatively it is P/Q or 12.5/5; or
0.5 Atkinsons, i.e. one-half of the resistance of 
the mine. If, again, while the same volume of air 
circulates., the fan F give a pressure of 15 and the 
fan Fo a pressure of 10 pounds per square foot, while 
the mine resistance remains unchanged and equal to
1 Atkinson /
1 Atkinson, the equivalent resistance R@1 for the fan 
F^ will he R/(25/15), or 0.6 Atkins one. Alternatively
2 pit is P^/Q or 15/6' or 0.6 Atkinson,, ?/hile the 
equivalent resistance for the fan F0 will he R 9 
or R/(25/10) or 0.4 Atkinson,
2
2, For a Parallel Arrangement;- R0 * RN
If a fan F^ act alone on a mine resistance
and pass 5,000 cubic feet of air per second at a
ventilating -pressure of 25 pounds per square foot,
the resistance against the fan is the resistance of
the mine, and is equal to 25/5 or 1 Atkinson. If
a second fan F, he run in parallel with F^ and the
speeds are regulated until each fan passes 2,500
cubic feet of air per second, the volume of air
circulating in the mine remaining unchanged, the
ventilating pressure will remain constant at 25 pounds
per square foot, and the resistance of the mine will
he the same. The equivalent resistance against
which each fan would operate, however, will he
R „ R 0 —  RNS =: 1 x 22, or 4 Atkinsons;el e2 7o
alternatively it is 25/2.5"' or 4 Atkinsons, i.e. 
four times as large as the resistance of the mine.
Should the speeds he regulated until F^ 
pass 5,0 00 and Ff. 2,000 cubic feet per second, and 
the conditions of the mine remain unchanged, the
equivalent resistance for the fan F will be R0l
o 2—  EN£, or R(5/3) or 2.7 Atkinsons; alternatively
it is R j sz P/Q-,2 or 26/3 or S.7 Atfcinsone; for
the fan Fp it will he Re2 =  RHg or R(5/8)° or
26.25 Atkinsons; alternatively it is Re2~  p/ %  
or 25/22 or 0.25 Atkinsons.
The following examples indicate how the
method /
method of rectification of the equivalent resistance 
is applied to particular cases which require a 
parallel and a series arrangement respectively.
Example. A fan is working on a mine in which there 
is no natural water-gauge, and passes 5,000 cuhic 
feet of air per second at a ventilating pressure of 
12 pounds per square foot, with an efficiency of 50 
per cent. The characteristic curves of the fan 
show that it would pass 2,000 cubic feet per second 
at a pressure of 16 pounds per square foot with an
efficiency of 60 per cent. What is the nature of
the parallel arrangement required to make the fan 
work with an efficiency of 60 per cent, and what 
changes would this involve in the volume of air 
circulated and in the -power input required to 
ventilate the mine ?
The mine resistance R - P/Q or 12/5° 
or 1.5 Atkinson. The equivalent resistance R@ for
Qan efficiency of 60 per cent is Rel = RN^ .
Therefore, %  - Rel/R or or 1.732.
The fan F1 would deal with 1/1.752, i.e. with 100/175 
of the total volume of air passed. Hence the fan 
Fc would pass 75.2 per cent of the volume passed by 
the fan F^.
The volume that would pass against the 
resistance of the mine with a ventilating pressure 
of 16 pounds per square foot is or J~1&/1.5
or 3.464 Kilo-cusecs. The fan F1 would thus pass
2.000 and the fan F<> would pass 1,464 oubic feet of
air per second.
The useful work developed before paralleling 
is P x Q. or 12 x 3,000 or 56,000 foot-pounds per
second /
second. The power input to the fan is the output 
divided by the efficiency or 36,000 divided by 
0*3 or 120,000 foot pounds per second. The 
useful work after paralleling is 3,464 x 16 or 
56,424 foot-pounds per second. The equivalent
presistance against the fan F0 is 16/1.464" or 
.46 Atkinsons, and if a fan has been chosen to 
work with an efficiency of 60 per cent on this 
resistance, the power-input to the two, fans after 
paralleling will be 55,424/0.6 or 92,373 foot­
pounds per second.
There would thus be a saving of 27,627 
foot-pounds per second in the fans and an addition 
of about 15 per cent to the volume of air circulated 
due to the new arrangement. If an extra volume of 
air is not required, the speed of both fans could be 
lowered by about 15 per cent, when the original 
volume would be circulated and the power input to 
the fans would fall to about one-half its first 
value, as would be expected since the fans would be 
working at double the former efficiency.
Example:- A fan is passing 3,000 cubic feet of air 
per second at a ventilating pressure of 18 pounds 
per square foot, with an efficiency of 40 per cent, 
and the characteristic curves show that it could pass
4,000 cubic feet per second at a pressure of 16 
pounds per square foot with an efficiency of 60 per 
cent. What is the nature of the series arrangement 
that would cause the fan to operate v/ith an efficiency 
of 60 per cent, and what changes would this involve
in the power input required to ventilate the mine ?
2 , 2  The mine resistance R is P/Q or 18/3
or /
56.
or 2 Atkinsons. The equivalent resistance for an 
efficiency of 60 per cent is Re = P/Q" or 16/42
or 1 Atkinson* and since Rq s R/N, therefore
©
N » R/R0 or 2/1 or 2.
The additional fan must therefore develop 
the same useful output as the existing one. A fan 
would therefore be sought to pass a volume of 3,000  
cubic feet per second against a resistance of 1 
Atkinson, with an efficiency of 70 per cent. In 
order to pass 3,000 cubic feet per second against 
a resistance of 1 Atkinson, a ventilating pressure
p pP * RQ or 1 x 3 J or 9 pounds per square
foot will be required.
The existing fan can pass a volume of 4
, 2Kilo-cusecs when working on a resistance of 16/4 
or 1 Atkinson; it will therefore pass 3 Kilo-cusecs 
at a pressure of 9 pounds per square foot when 
running at a lowered speed, ~am&, and the efficiency 
being independent of the speed ivill still be 60 per 
cent. The speed of each fan would therefore be 
regulated to give a pressure of 9 pounds per square 
foot.
The average efficiency of the two fans 
will be 65 per cent, and the input will be 18 x 3,000/0.65 
or 8,3000 foot pounds per sedond; whereas the input 
to the single fan was 18,x 3,000/0.4 or 135,000 foot­
pounds per second.
In the case of rectification of the equivalent 
resistance by means of a parallel arrangement the 
additional fan deals with only a fraction of the 
volume of air and is relatively small; for a series
arrangement a fan to deal with the whole volume woxlld
be /
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be necessary. For this reason it is only in cases 
where the horse-power of ventilation is large that 
rectification by a series arrangement world be 
considered. Where parallel rectification is required 
the saving in capital expenditure is decidedly more 
promising.
Results obtained from the Parallel Operation of Fans.
Experiments with Capell fans operating 
singly and in parallel have been made at the Murton 
Colliery by Seymour-Wood. Several experiments were 
first made with the fans working in artificial 
resistances. The first trial made with the fans 
working on the pits, after the furnace and boiler 
fires had been allowed to go out, gave the results 
shown in Table VIII.
These results have been plotted in figure 
20« Through the point B, which represents the 
pressure-volume condition for No. 1 fan working alone 
on the mine, the graph of the mine resistance 
P » RQ" , has been drawn. The value of R is 0.71 
Atkinson. The point A represents the experimental 
conditions when both fans were working in parallel 
on the mine. Through this point an equivalent 
resistance graph, P * HeQ: has been drawn. The value 
of Re is found to he 9 x 0.6? Atkinsons. The
O
formula for the equivalent resistance Re s
gives R„ * 2S x 0.71 Atkinsons which differs frome
the experimental value by only 5.5 per cent, and this 
figure is within the experimental error.
The two points obtained from these experiments
enable the characteristic curves of the fan to be 
sketched approximately. The intersections of the 
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give the efficiency for the respective conditions 
of operation. Since these values are known the 
graph can be plotted. The full-line curves join
the points obtained from the experiments, and on the 
assumption that the complete curves are as shown by
the hatched lines, a combined efficiency of 60 per 
cent could be obtained, if the point of operation 
moved along to 0. The fact that the fans tested 
would work with a higher efficiency was shown by 
further tests in which the résistance of the mine 
was increased by the addition of regulators.
Seymour-Wood repeated the fan tests on 
the mine, with the resistance increased by regulators 
from 0,71 to 1.34 Afkinsons. The results which are 
given in Table IX. have been plotted in figure 21.
There is some difficulty about the results 
obtained in this test with the fans running in 
parallel. If the resistance had followed the square 
law, then since a water-gauge of 4 inches was required 
to pass a volume of 236,000 cubic feet per minute, a 
pressure of 8.2 inches would have been necessary to 
pass 538,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The 
difficulty may in part be explained by greater leakage 
due to the increase of pressure inside the regulator, 
or a door may have 'been ajar. The fans were after:
: wards fitted with sixteen additional vanes and the 
tests repeated, with the results given in Table X.
The avex^age value of the volume for the two 
tests with No. 2 fan running alone was 4,659 cubic 
feet per second, and the average water-gauge was 3.85 
inches, or 20.02 pounds per square inch. The 
résistance is R - P/CT or 20.02/4.65®2 or 0.02 Atkinson.
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5,445 cubic feet per second, the pressure 6.1 inches 
of water-gauge or Sl.Vg- pounds per square inch^ 
and the resistance R * p/Q' or 31.72/S.4452 or 
1.0? Atkinsons. The equivalent resistance for the
oindividual fans would therefore be 2 ' x 1.00 Atkinsons.
The anomoly of the previous tests has not 
recurred here, as the increase in the resistance could 
be anticipated from the effect of a natural water- 
gauge. These results have been plotted in figure 
22 j and the complete form of the characteristic 
curves shown by hatched lines.
From a knowledge gained by these tests a 
new double-inlet Canell fan was designed and put to 
work on the mine resistance without the addition of 
artificial resistances, and the test results obtained 
from this fan are given in Table XI. and these show 
an overall average efficiency of 60.65 per cent. A 
test was made with this fan running at 180 revolutions 
per minute, when 309,705 cubic feet per minute passed 
at a water-gauge of 5.15 inches, with an overall 
efficiency of 61 per cent.
These tests demonstrate clearly the validity 
of the law which states that the efficiency of a fan 
is independent of the speed of the fan.
A further experiment of running the single 
inlet fan and the double inlet fan in parallel was 
tried, and gave the following results, viz.:- 
Single-Iniet and Double-Inlet Fans Working Together. 
Double-Inlet Fan, speed 180 R.P.W.
Single-Inlet Fan, speed 200 R.P.M.
Double-Inlet Fan, water-gauge 5.9 inches.
Single-Inlet Fan, water-gauge 5.7 inches.
Mean water-gauge 5.8 inches.
Volume /
Volume of air, 342,953 cubic feet per minute.
Electrical Horse-Power to Motor:- Double-Inlet 
Fan, 257, Single-Inlet Fan, 295. Total Electrical Horse-Power * 552,
Horse-Power in the air, 512.
Overall Efficiency, 56 per cent.
In these tests, the conditions had been 
found under which the fans attained to near the 
maximum efficiency when working alone. But the fans, 
when run in parallel at the definite speeds which 
they attained when working singly, passed together 
only 342,953 cubic feet of air per minute - an 
increase of about 10 per cent with a water-gauge of 
5.8 inches, and a combined overall efficiency of 
about 56 per cent. The total horse-power rose from 
407 to 502. If it had been possible to allow the 
speed of the fans to rise freely, the motors could 
have developed their combined horse-power of 800 and 
would have ad'led still further to the volume of air 
circulate'1 without lowering the overall efficiency 
below 56 per cent.
Fan Tests at the Wellesley Colliery, Dehbeath.
At the Wellesley Colliery two fans have been 
installed to ventilate the workings. One is a 
Waddle Fan 21 feet diameter, driven by compound 
tandem steam engines coupled directly. The other 
is a double inlet Birocco fan 119 inches diameter 
and 7 feet wide, driven by Beiliss and Morcom 
compound vertical steam engines coupled directly.
The fans are connected by drifts, fitted 
with isolation doors, to a 14 feet diameter vertical 
shaft, and from the foot of this shaft there is a 
drift which enters the upcast shaft at a point 102
feet /
61.
feet -below the surface. Either fan can he placed 
in connexion with the mine, or he shut off by means 
of the isolation doors operated from the top of the 
fan drift from the outside.
A series of tests was made with these fans 
to elucidate the laws which govern the action of fans 
when working in parallel. The results of these 
tests are shown in Table XII.
In the first test the Waddle fan was run 
at a speed of 70 K.P.M. with the isolation doors 
closed, and the indicator cards of the steam engine 
were taken. The engines indicated 10.5 horse-power, 
and it was found that &isg strong eddy currents of air 
circulated through and near the fan.
The fan was then run up to its normal speed 
of 125 R.P.M,, and the isolation doors were opened, 
while the Sirocco fan was isolated from the mine and 
stopped running. The engines indicated 190.S horse­
power, the volume of air circulated was 151,000 cubic 
feet per minute, and the water-gauge determined by- 
means of a tube placed at 0/6 frora the side of the 
fan drift and facing against the air current was 
4,584 Atkinsons.
y
The Sirocco fan was then run up to its
normal speed of 172 R.P.M. and put to work on the
mine while the Waddle fan was isolated and stopped
running. A volume of 120,000 cubic feet of air
circulated with a water-gauge of 4.12 inches,and the
calculated R was 5.105 Atkinsons. It was not found s
practicable to indicate the Beiliss and Morcon Engines.
The Waddle fan was then started and the 
isolation doors opened, and the fans were thus placed 
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are shown in test Ho. 4, Table XII. The speed of 
the Waddle fan rose to 133 R.P.M.; it gave a water- 
gauge of 4.3 inches and drew from the mine a volume 
of 136,00? cubic feet of air per minute. The 
engines Indicated $526,8 horse-power,
The Sirocco fan gave a water-gauge of 
4.$5 inches but drew no air from the mine. At both 
ears oi the fan there were strong eddy currents, but 
farther back in the fan drift there was a region of 
perfectly still air in which a match burned with a 
flame erect. The calculated resistance, R^, 
against the Waddle fan was 5.066 Atkinsone, while the 
resistance, Rg, against the Sirocco fan was infinite.
In test Ho, 5, the admission of steam to 
the engines driving the Waddle fan was checked by 
wire-drawing at the throttle valve until the speed 
was 115 R.P.M., when the conditions were found to be 
reversed. The Piroeco fan drew 126,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute from the mine, while the Waddle 
fan drew none. In the drift leading to the Waddle 
fan there was a repetition of the quieseefci region 
and of eddy currents near the fan ear. The power 
indicated by the Waddle fan engine dropped to 21.8 
horse-power. The calculated resistance, Rg> against 
the Sirocco fan was 5.011 Atkinsons, and R^, the 
resistance against the Waddle fan was infinite. By 
valying the admission of steam to the engines driving 
the Waddle fan it was found that the fan could be 
made to carry any portion of the load from zero to 
full load. During the tests the speed oi the Sirocco 
fan was maintained constant by the action of a crank
eha ft gove n  10 r.
The total volume of air passed by both
fans /
63.
tans when ¡.vopking in parallel was little no re than 
the volume passed by either fan when working alone 
on the mine. When a fan is operating on a flat 
portion of its pressure-volume curve, a reduction 
in the volume passed by the fan would not lead to 
much increase in the pressure while the fan was driven 
afc constant speed* But without an increase in the 
pressure an increased volume cannot be circulated 
in a mine having a definite resistance.
The engines were not adapted to be run at 
higher speeds, and to test how fans in parallel 
would behave when the speed could rise freely, the 
eccentric sheave of the engine driving the Waddle 
fan was set to cut off the steam at 3/8 of the 
stroke, and the Waddle fan was put to work alone on 
the mine resistance, with the throttle valve full 
open. The results are given in test No. 6. The 
fan attained 4» a speed of 88 R.P.M. and passed 
92,575 cubic feet of air per minute with a water- 
gauge of 2.2 inches, while the engines indicated 
84.95 horse-power. The calculated resistance against 
the fan was 4.91 Atkinsons.
The shaft governor of the Beiliss and
Morcom engines was then disconnected and the Sirocco
fan was run up to a speed of 160 R.P.M. and put in
parallel with the Waddle fan, with the results shown
in test No. 7. The Waddle fan speeded up to 115
R.P.M. and drew 25,700 cubic feet of air per minute
from the mine, while the Sirocco fan drew 97,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The volume of air
circulated had thus increased by one third when the




The efficiency of the Waddle fan, however, 
fell away very much, "because this fan is not adapted 
to work on a resistance of the order* of 100.6 
Atkinsons.
These tests clearly indicate that when fans 
operate in parallel on a mine, the resistance against 
the fans is something quite distinct from the 
resistance of the mine. Tests Nos. 4, 5 and 7 show, 
that the resistance against any one of two fans 
which work in parallel, may have any value bet?/een 
that of the mine resistance and infinity, nhe 
results conform to the relation between the equivalent 
resistances and the mine resistance expressed in 
formula 29.
The value of the effective resistance of the 
mine, calculated from the results given in. test No. 2 
when the Waddle fan worked alone on the mine is 
4.564 Atkinsons. The value obtained similarly from, 
test No. 3 with the Sirocco fan is 5.105. In test 
No. 6 the value for the Waddle fan working alone is 
4.fio. The true value would lie between 4.584 and 
5.105.
In each of tests Nos. 4 and 5, one of the 
values of the equivalent resistance is infinity, and 
the remaining equivalent resistance is then identical 
with the effective resistance of the mine, the values 
being 5.086 and 5.011 respectively. In test No, 7 
the e q u iv a le n t  resistance for the Waddle fan is 
100.6 Atlcinsons and R , that for the Sirocco fan is
S
7.3 Atkinsons.
Substituting these values in equation 29
the value obtained for the effective resistance of
the /
the mine is 4.585 Atkineons, a value which lies 
within the limits of the resistance as determined 
from experiments with a single fan —
1//I00T0 -h 1/J7.3 - 1/7 5 7
or 0.097 -f 0.037 = 1/ /r• e
therefore, R = 4.S8i> Aticinsons,
where Re is the effective resistance of the mine.
Each of the fans at the Wellesley Colliery 
has a rated capacity of 200,000 cubic feet per minute 
with a water-gauge of 4 inches. The fans have thus
obeen designed to work on a resistance of 20.8/(200/60)
or 1.872 Atkinsons. Since the mine resistance is
about 2jr times this value, this Colliery furnishes
a good example of a case where the fans would work
in series with an increased efficiency.
Natural Ventilation at Wellesley Colliery,
When the fans were stopped running, an air
current of 12,260 cubic feet per minute was measured
in the fan drift. The barometer read 50.12 inches
at the surface and 52.10 inches at the bottom of the
downcast shaft. The thermometer read 85° Pah. at
the surface, 55° at the bottom of the downcast shaft,
and 6< 0 at the bottom of the upcast shaft. The
hygrometer readings were:- at the downcast shaft
bottom, dry bulb 55°, wet bulb, 53°5 and at the
upcast shaft bottom, dry bulb 68°, wet bulb 68°,
The natural ventilating pressure, PQ, and
the mine resistance R may be determined thus:-
The natural volume of air, Q0 is 0.2048 cusecs. In
test No. 2 the pressure P., is 4.2 inches of water-
gauge or 21.84 pounds per square foot, and the volume
q. 13 2.183 cusecs. In this test the natural
pressure /
67,
pressure P0 would be added to the pressure P1 observed
on the water-gauge. Hence, if R is the resistance 
of ohe mine, Rw and Rn the resistances overcome by 
the ¿an and by the natural causes respectively 










* * * » » * 06* H I  *
*P© ~h P1 —  H(Q02-f-
R(0.204S8-f- 2.1862)
PQ sc 2,4042 R - 10.92.
Substitute this value for P0 in(ll.)?
2.4042R - 10.92 * 0.4175 R
Therefore, R = 4.622 Atkinsons
and ? 0 « 0.19 pounds per square foot.
If in a similar manner the values given in 
tests Nos. 5, 4, 5, and 6 are used in the determination 
of the R and F0 the values obtained are as shown in
Table XIII.
Table XIII.








Average values R * 4.81 Pq ~ 0.2
In eaoh of the tests the natural
pressure was in sériés with the gauge pressure,
and the équivalent résistance Rn overcome by the
natural pressure was in sériés with the effective
i.e. with therésistance of the mine, Re 9
équivalent /
equivalent resistance overcome fay the fan.* Hence
R =  8e 't «n-
Re and R^ are proportional to the gauge pressure 
and the natural pressure respectively. The 





p Fo Re R ~ Re +  Rj
M H • 21.84 0.195 4.584 0.043 4.627
III. 21.424 0.215 5.105 0.045 5.150
IV. 22.36 0.183 5.026 0 * 046 5.072
V. 21.84 0.209 5.011 0.045 5.056
VI. 11.44 G.20C5 4.910 © .088 4.998
Average values Re = 4.929 R = 4.98,
The value of* Re as calculated from the 
results of test No. VII. is 4.585, The value of 
Rn in this test would he afaout 0.045 and the value 
for R as found from test No. VII. would thus fae 
4 • 585 HH 0.045 or 4«65 •
The value thus obtained is almost identical 
with the value obtained in test No. II. when the 
Waddle fan was working alone on the mine. It is 
difficult to know whether the resistance of the mine 
may have "been temporarily reduced fay the opening of 
a door underground when tests Nos. II and VII. were 
being made.
Recapitulation of Results of Tests,
i. The value of the mine resistance has
been estimated from the results obtained from fans 
working singly and in parallel on a mine and the
value /
value obtained from the parallel test has not 
diverged more from the average value than has some 
of the values obtained directly from the test 
when a single fan worked on the mine.
The validity of the method 
of equivalent resistances is thus 
deafly established.
2. In test No. II. the Waddle fan passed
131.000 cubic feet per minute when running at a 
s^eed of 125 R.P.M. against a resistance estimated 
at 4.564 Atkinsons; in test No. VII the Waddle fan 
was running at 115 R.P.M. and the two fans in 
parallel passed 122,700 cubic feet per minute against 
a resistance estimated at 4.585 Atkinsons. Taking 
the volume of air passed by a fan when working on a 
constant resistance as being proportional to the 
speed, the Waddle fan which passed 151,000 cubic 
feet per minute at 125 R.P.M. would have passed
131.000 x 115/125 or 120,500 cubic feet per minute 
at a speed of 115 R.P.M. Hence, the volume 
passed by the two fans when working in parallel was 
not q u i t e  2 per cent more than the volume which the 
Waddle fan alone would have passed when running at 
the same speed.
Referring to Tables VIII., IX, and X which 
give the results of Seymour-^ood’s experiments, fans  
working in parallel gave percentage increases in the 
volume of air circulated of 40, 43.8 and 16.G 
respectively.
The principle of equivalent 
resistances explains these 
apparently perplexing results.
Thus /
Thus, referring to figure 7, if for a 
definite speed of a fan F^ the pressure-volume 
curve were a straight line throughout the range of 
volume Represented by the points B, C, and D, then 
when a fan Fo is run in -parallel the operating point 
would move to 0 , and the total volume of air 
circulated by the two fans would be exactly i?he 
same as that circulated by F̂  alone. In general, 
however, the pressure-volume curve of a fan 
would be a curve such as BE, which intersects the 
equivalent resistance curve in E and not in 0.
In such a case the volume circulated by the two fans 
when working in parallel would be greater than that 
circulated by F̂. alone by the volume represented by 
BB1 +  CC1.
When F^ is working on a steep part of the 
curve DE, this increase of volume would be substantial.
3 . The principle of equivalent
resistances can clearly be applied 
in cases where the rectification 
of the point of operation of a 
fan is necessary to obtain 
maximum efficiency.
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